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1. Towards the directive
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What is due diligence legislation?

Legislation that requires 
large companies to identify 
and address their negative 
human rights and 
environmental impacts 
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Inspired by 
2011 UN 
Guiding 

Principles



Due diligence legislation in Europe
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Context: one of many EU initiatives

§ Many EU regulatory 
initiatives connected to 
Business, human rights and 
the environment

§ E.g. Import control 
measures (forced labour, 
deforestation, etc.), 
reporting, taxonomy, etc.
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Rationale: harmonizing!
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“The fragmented 
landscape of 

regulatory measures 
governing 

responsible 
management of 

supply chains and 
due diligence has led 
to a need for further 
harmonisation efforts 
at EU level” (Agenda 
for Action, Finnish 

Presidency of the EU, 
2019)



Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive 
(CSDDD) timeline
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Feb 22 
Commission proposal

Dec 22
Council general approach 

June 23
Parliament position

June-Dec 23
Trilogue

April 24
Adoption by Parliament

26 - onwards
Implementation

We are here!

24-26
Transposition

March 24
Adoption by Council



2. Contents: Who? What? How?
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CSDDD key elements: who does what & how?
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Which companies? • Large EU + non-EU companies (>€450m 
turnover in the EU)

Value chain scope •  Own operations and subsidiaries’
•  + of its business partners in its “chain of 

activities” = upstream + some downstream

Material scope • Adverse environmental impact (list of 
relevant provisions of certain conventions 
in Annex – NO Paris Agreement – different 
provision (Art 15) on climate)

• Adverse human rights impact- list of rights 
+ list of conventions
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Obligations • Article 4 - Identify, prevent, mitigate, bring to 
an end adverse human rights + environmental 
impacts arising from own operations, 
subsidiaries and business partner in chain of  
activities

Compliance • National supervisory authorities
• Investigation + sanctions

Liability • Liability arises from: (1) negligent or 
intentional  failure to comply with obligation 
the prevent/end harm; AND (2) causation 
between failure and damage



3. Implications beyond the EU
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1. Exporting EU values?

§ Extraterritorial reach: applies to 
large foreign companies + will 
impact smaller companies in larger 
companies’ chain of activities.

§ = example of a “measure with 
extraterritorial implications” 
(Ruggie’s mandate)

§ History of + literature on such 
measures in the United States: anti-
communist legislation (1970s), anti-
apartheid legislation (1980s), and 
business and human rights 
legislation (Massachusetts, re. 
Myanmar 1990s).
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EU values

§ Para 1 preamble: EU values 
and the universality of 
human rights “should guide 
the Union’s action on the 
international scene”, which 
includes “fostering the 
sustainable economic, 
social and environmental 
development of developing 
countries.” 

§ Clear goals: ensuring rights 
protection and economic 
development in third 
countries.
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Key issues with CSDDD’s extraterritorial reach

- Debatable efficacy of such legislation (see Bartley, Rules 
without Rights, OUP, 2018)

- Compliance will be a challenge: risk of 
managerialization of law: Monciardini et al, 2019, Business 
and Society).

- Narrative of moralization among directive supporters 
(see Thorens et al, forthcoming 2024) but some have 
characterized due diligence laws as neo-colonial (see next 
slide)

- Chinese Chamber of Commerce:  the CSDDD will create 
“too much bureaucracy”
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Critical/TWAIL perspectives on due diligence 
legislation
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Adopt Transpose 23 Feb 22 
Commission 
23 Feb 22 
Commission 

proposal 
proposal 

Implement
Brussels 
effect?

Litigation

Brussels effect : timeline



“Brussels effect”

De facto
- Changes in policies + 
practices of companies to 
keep + further develop 
business relationships with 
companies in directive 
scope

- Changes can be required 
by contracts

- Documented in other 
areas e.g. health and safety

De jure
- Third countries to adopt 
legislation in response to 
CSDDD to level the playing 
field between exporting 
companies and companies 
who operate domestically. 
E.g. Chambers & Birchall, 
“How European Human 
Rights Law will Reshape US 
Business” (2024), Hastings 
Business Law Journal
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Anu Bradford, The Brussels Effect: How the European Union 
Rules the World (OUP, 2020).
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1. Exporting EU values?
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treaty 



Business and human rights treaty

§ Adoption of CSDDD = 
possible to turn parts of 
soft law instruments 
(UNGPs) into binding 
legislation, even if 
compromises are needed

§ Future changes in the EU’s 
(lack of) engagement in 
the treaty negotiation?

§ Complementarity 
between the CSDDD and 
the treaty
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Bernaz et al., “The UN Legally Binding 
Instrument and the EU Proposal for a 
Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence 
Directive: Competences, Comparison and 
Complementarity”, Friends of the Earth 
Report (2022).
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